
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
 
 

MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Manawatu H R C at Manawatu Raceway Date: Thursday, 27 November 2014 

Weather: Overcast 
Track: Fast 
Rail: Not applicable 

Stewards: S Mulcay (Chairman), L Tidmarsh, B Bateup 

Typist: V Williams 

 
 

General: 

Pre-race blood testing was carried out. 
 
 

Supplementary: 
 
 

 
 

SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: BOURBON STREET, WESTIE CHICK, KILKEEL LADY, YANKEE BRANDY, SEA MC, SKIPPY RASCAL 

Protests:               Nil 

Suspensions:               Nil 

Fines:               Nil 

Warnings: Race     4 B Weaver (MISS BADLANDS) 
[Rule 857(7)(g)] Failed to maintain position behind mobile 

 Race     6 S Abernethy (MISSDEBONAIR) 
[Rule 857(7)(g)] Failed to maintain position behind mobile 

Bleeders:               Nil 

Horse Actions: Race     1 SUCCESSIONAL - Unruly Mobile Trainer's Request 

 Race     3 BOOMCHICKAWOWWOW - Warned Racing Manners 

 Race     4 LADY MOLLY - Warned Performance 

 Race     4 MAGIC DAZE - Warned Racing Manners 

 Race     6 BELLE DELIGHT - Warned Racing Manners 

 Race     6 EXTREME CARAT - Warned Performance 

 Race     9 MILLVIEW SARAH - Warned Performance 

 Race     9 PUREORA PAREE - Warned Performance 

 Race     9 SAUCY EL - Warned Racing Manners 

 Race     10 FOXTROT JACK - Warned Stands 

Medical Certificates:               Nil 

Driver Changes:               Nil 

Late Scratchings: Race     1 IT'S BIG TIME - on veterinary advice. 

 Race     10 EASY EMPRESS - on veterinary advice. 

Scratching Penalties: Ineligible from 28/11/2014 until 01/12/2014 inclusive (4 days): 
EASY EMPRESS 

  

Ineligible from 28/11/2014 until 07/12/2014 inclusive (10 days): 
IT'S BIG TIME 

 
 



RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 R & S FLOOR COATINGS HANDICAP TROT 

IT'S BIG TIME was a late scratching on veterinary advice. 
LATENT swung sideways after the barriers were released losing considerable ground. 
SUCCESSIONAL paced off the mark before galloping and was retired from the event in the middle stages. 
SUCCESS EXPRESS broke shortly after the start and settled towards the rear. 
CHILTONS VOCATION broke briefly near the 1600 metres and then again near the 800 metres losing all chance. 
COLONEL KLINK (Favourite) broke near the 1800 metres losing considerable ground before galloping again near the 600 
metres. Driver J Abernethy reported that COLONEL KLINK may not have backed up from its previous run on Tuesday. 
 

Race 2 WOODLANDS STUD MOBILE PACE 

No racing incidents to report. 
 

Race 3 BILL BOYD & ASSOCIATES FILLIES & MARES MOBILE PACE 

ZENCARA was reluctant to turn to follow the mobile in the initial stages of the score up but was in position prior to dispatch. 
ZENCARA then galloped for several strides on the first turn. 
BOOMCHICKAWOWWOW broke near the 1200 metres inconveniencing the trailing ALL THAT GLITTERS and lost all chance. A 
warning was placed on the racing manners of BOOMCHICKAWOWWOW. 
LOTTA BETS and SHEZA BRIGHT STAR both tired over the final stages. 
 

Race 4 DAVIS TRADING MOBILE PACE 

GOLDEN BILLION (unruly) was back from position throughout the score up. 
Driver B Weaver (MISS BADLANDS) was warned for failing to maintain his position behind the mobile. 
MAGIC DAZE paced roughly over the early stages and then galloped approaching the first turn before breaking again near the 
1600 metres and 1000 metres losing its chance. A final warning was placed against this mare's racing manners. 
LADY MOLLY tired badly from the 700 metres. A subsequent veterinary examination revealed no obvious abnormality. A 
warning was placed against the mare's racing performance. 
 

Race 5 BETTOR'S DELIGHT FILLIES & MARES SERIES MOBILE PACE 

EVERLASTING GRACE was held up on the final turn and early stages of the run home. 
SMILING TACT broke near the 150 metres when towards the rear. 
 

Race 6 OUTBACK TRADING MOBILE PACE 

Driver S Abernethy (MISSDEBONAIR) was warned for failing to maintain his barrier position behind the mobile. 
BELLE DELIGHT commenced to give ground leaving the back straight the final time before galloping near the 300 metres. A 
warning was placed against this mare's racing manners. 
EXTREME CARAT, which showed gate speed to contest the early lead, compounded from the 600 metres. A subsequent 
veterinary examination revealed no obvious abnormality. A warning was placed against the mare's racing performance. 
BUTE MACH was badly held up until near the 100 metres. 
When questioned regarding the improved performance of YANKEE BRANDY (winner), trainer/driver C Webber stated that he 
could only attribute the improved performance to having enjoyed an economical run in transit and that the mile rate in 
tonight's event was over four seconds slower than the first day where he had been unable to make up any ground when 
caught four wide on the final turn. 
 

Race 7 ALLAN MCNEILL CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS MOBILE PACE 

PRESIDENT OBAMA was obliged to race four wide from the 700 metres. 
 

Race 8 RAVENSDOWNE MOBILE PACE 

No claims were lodged. 
BULLY'S ROCKET layed in badly leaving the back straight and on the final turn. 
 

Race 9 O'FEE AND ASSOCIATES MOBILE PACE 

SAUCY EL (Favourite) hung in badly entering the first turn and then galloped checking ACES N EIGHTS which lost several 
lengths, with SAUCY EL then being retired from the event. A subsequent veterinary examination revealed no abnormality 



with a warning being placed against the gelding's racing manners. 
PUREORA PAREE which worked forward to lead near the 1900 metres, and MILLVIEW SARAH tired over the final stages to 
finish at the rear. Both runners underwent post-race veterinary examinations which revealed no abnormalities with warnings 
being placed against both mares racing performance. 
 

Race 10 NEXT MEETING FEBRUARY 5TH & 8TH HANDICAP TROT 

No claims were lodged. 
EASY EMPRESS was a late scratching at 9.15 pm on veterinary advice after the gelding reared and fell when proceeding onto 
the track. 
FOXTROT JACK stood flat footed and refused to step off the mark and was then retired from the event. A warning was placed 
against this gelding's manners from a stand. 
 

 


